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Too many organizations aren’t living up to their goals, much less their 
potential.  Cheryl created reCalibrate LLC to help leaders unlock 99th 
percentile performance inside their organizations.

Cheryl Mobley founded reCalibrate while still serving as a hospital President.  In 
August 2018, she stepped away from her role as President and into growing her 
company on a full-time basis.  Her hospital consistently performed at the 99th 
percentile level (in the healthcare industry no less!) for the 5 years she served. 
Cheryl is a firm believer that if you’re not going to blow the doors off, why do it?  


Cheryl and her team at ReCalibrate impact organizations through their work with 
the leaders. And then they cascade the shifts throughout the organization.  Cheryl 
has worked with clients both abroad and in the U.S. and reCalibrate serves clients 
across industries – whether they are founders, or leaders in enterprise 
organizations.  


She is a speaker and author, and enjoys pushing herself continually well past her 
comfort zone.  It’s only fair since she does the exact same thing with her clients. 
She is well known for her ability to create clarity and simplicity to drive lasting 
change.

STORY IDEAS 
• How you are stressing your people out…without even 

realizing it


• Two contrary responses to watch for re: lack of clarity 
inside your organization. 


• Being grateful for your problems…and no, I’m not a 
masochist (personal or organizational slant)


• Safari Leadership…killer questions to reflect on in your 
own business


• How to say ‘no’ and why it’s a sign of strength and not of 
failure (personal or organizational slant)


• When you have a mismatch between what your calendar 
says is important and what you say is important – how to 
get it back in alignment (personal or organizational slant)

SEGMENT IDEAS 
Taking the Leap…without the safety net! 
Cheryl left her position as President to step into growing her 
own company…here’s why…and what it took to take the leap


Are your people raving fans (of your organization)? 
With the constant demand for relentless innovation, your team 
have to be fans…and where to start if they’re not…


Decisions & the Trust of your Team 
Slow or boomerang decision making erodes trust – here’s what 
you need to do as the leader & then the actions you need to 
take to make it right with your team


Tongue Firmly in Cheek | How Not to Lead…Lessons from 
Walking Down Avenue of the Americas at Lunchtime 
Behaviors common on the streets that will sabotage your 
leadership…a fun, yet candid, look at missteps you must 
avoid.  e.g. Focus only on what you want…ignore everyone and 
everything else…
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As quite a few people have pointed out to me, I could be coasting at this point in my life (I’m not even sure what number 
“Act” I’m on at this point), but instead I’m seriously invested in serving as a guide for the small percentage of leaders who are 
willing to do the work to create a company that sustainably operates in the 99th percentile in their own industry.


A logical question would be ‘why’? 


My illogical answer is because I feel honor bound to share with other leaders what we did, and how we did it, in our hospital 
so they can replicate our success in their own organizations.  Life is both too long and too short to be miserable at work.  Our 
driving force is to impact at least 1 million workers for the good by coming alongside their leaders to shift their organizations.


We now have certified B corps, the Conscious Capitalism movement, the relentless focus on all aspects of sustainability – 
the shift in perspective makes it clear that while an organization has to make a profit to remain viable – that can’t be ALL that 
it’s about. 

STORY IDEAS 
• Stop Thinking…it’s time to execute…no, scratch that, it’s 

past time to execute. How to get busy doing… (personal 
or organizational slant)


• 4 Common Chokepoints that are holding your 
organization back from 99th percentile performance…and 
what to do about them 


• What I learned about myself, and how I brought that 
learning home, during a recent Horse Safari in South 
Africa (personal or organizational slant)


• Is being too busy at work and home draining your energy 
at work and home? Five tips to get it under control and 
make everybody happy. (personal or organizational slant)


• When’s the last time you pushed yourself way past your 
comfort zone?  Cheryl seriously did by flying to the other 
side of the world for a safari on horseback…it’s your time 
to step up too! (personal or organizational slant)

SEGMENT IDEAS 
Lack of Clarity is killing you… 
Whether you’re a start-up or a well-established enterprise or 
mid-market firm, every initiative, every innovation you’re trying 
to drive, will sink like a stone if the leaders and the team don’t 
have clarity.  3 ‘tests’ to see how strong your organizational 
clarity really is…


It’s Energy…Not Culture 
There is a lot of conversation about culture & there should be…
At the end of the day, what determines whether your company 
or team hits your targets is about the energy your team brings 
to their work.  4 key things to look for to identify if it’s a lack of 
energy that is undermining your execution


How a ‘hope’ for an exit in 5 years turned into a payout in 
less than 16 months 
The steps we took to make this a reality for these two 
company founders…I bet you can find some of these need 
attention in your place too.



